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Program Notes
Surface and texture is a fun and entertaining percussion ensemble piece that explores new and exciting sounds
using found objects as well as traditional percussion instruments. The piece is broken up into 5 major
sections that each explore a different surface type or texture:
1. Wood
2. Glass
3. Metal
4. Smooth
5. Air
Each section of the piece is lead by a showcase instrument. These “showcase” instruments usually contain
vocabulary of a rudimental nature and are suitable for more marching percussion oriented performers in the
ensemble. The resulting effect resembles that of a concerto (solo instrument vs percussion accompaniment).
The wood section features sets of wooden tenors (see picture in “performance notes”) being performed by
members of the ensemble most versed in marching tenor drum vocabulary. The section is rich with visceral
jungle type sounds and includes mostly wooden sounds (marimbas, woodblocks, wood shakers, claves, hammered
wood box, and chains on a wood board)
The glass section features sets of 3 construction grade glass blocks (see picture in “performance notes”).
These are designed to be performed by members most versed in marching snare drum. This section is also
accompanied by bowed vibraphones, glass bottles tuned to specific pitches, shattering glass samples, glass
plates, and other effects used to create glass-type sounds.
The Metal section features 4 graduated brake drums (or a similar metal sound). The brake drum parts contain a
lot of “split” vocabulary similar to that of a marching bass drum line. It is recommended that members of the
ensemble with excellent timing and/or experience with marching bass drum should perform this part. The section
begins with a blazing drum set solo and contains many epic heavy metal “riffs” in the synthesizer part
throughout. The metal motif is reinforced by a strong vibraphone/glockenspiel presence as well as marimba/xylo
players performing by striking metal plumbing pipes together.
The smooth section is a tongue-in-cheek comic relief answer to the raucous ending of the metal section.
Featuring 3 snare drummers (drums mounted to marimbas) using brushes, the performers are encouraged to “ham
it up” and show off their skills. Featuring some complex brush work with back-sticking as well as mischievously
playing with brushes on the marimbas/xylophone the 3 snare drummers trade solos back and forth. Written in a
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Program Notes (cont.)
swanky swing jazz style, the musical accompaniment includes walking bass lines and clean electric guitar sounds
in the synthesizer part as well as a silly voiceover saying “smooooooooth”. This section is meant as an
opportunity for the performers to loosen up and have fun!
The final section of the piece explores air as a texture, utilizing low monk choir samples as well as flute
samples in the synthesizer to introduce this movement. Tuned PVC pipes placed in front of each member of the
marimba and xylophone section are struck with rubber paddles as the featured instrument of this section. As
the PVC pipes play the melodic material, other members of the ensemble accompany utilizing patio chimes as well
as their own breath sounds. The timpani part utilizes a suspended cymbal on the lowest timpano simulating a
wind sound. The piece ends with a lone performer on didgeridoo and the rest of the ensemble bellowing
“shhhhh” while playing patio chimes.
The piece is great for high school percussion ensembles looking to get out of their comfort zone performing on
different found instruments. The piece also offers further training in the “off season” for members of the
battery ensemble providing a rudimental outlet in various places. The piece also features performance in many
different genres and styles, which offers an eclectic musical experience for the performers as well as a
competitive advantage, if the ensemble decides to compete in a winter percussion circuit.
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Instrumentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Glockenspiel (also includes shakers, mounted suspended cymbal and mounted woodblock)
Vibes 1 (also includes mounted suspended cymbal and mounted “jam block”)
Vibes 2 (also includes mounted suspended cymbal and mounted “jam block”)
Vibes 3 (also includes mounted suspended cymbal and mounted “jam block”)
Xylophone (also includes shekere, glass bottle tuned to D, small metal pipes struck together, Glass bottle
tuned to D, and PVC pipe tuned to F4)
Marimba 1 (Also includes mounted suspended cymbal, mounted woodblock, metal pipes struck together, glass
bottle tuned to G, and PVC pipe tuned to E4)
Marimba 2 (Also includes mounted suspended cymbal, mounted woodblock, metal pipes struck together, Glass
bottle tuned to E-flat, and PVC pipe tuned to C4)
Marimba 3 (Also includes mounted suspended cymbal, mounted woodblock, metal pipes struck together, Glass
bottle tuned to B-flat, and PVC pipe tuned to A3)
Synthesizer
Sampler
4 Timpani
Drumset (Kick, Snare, 3 toms, hi-hat, ride cymbal, large crash cymbal, small crash cymbal, splash cymbal, and
china cymbal)
Percussion 1
- Concert Bass Drum, Chains on a Wood Board, Bongos, Glass Plate, Snare drum (mounted on Marimba),
Patio Chimes, egg shakers
Percussion 2
- Large Wooden box (struck with hammer), 2 tom-toms, metal pipe (struck with Glock mallets), snare drum
(mounted on marimba), Patio chimes, egg shakers
Percussion 3 (2 players)
- Congas, Claves, shekere, Concert Bass Drum, Triangle, cowbell, Snare Drum (Mounted on Marimba), Patio
Chimes, Egg Shakers
Percussion 4 (2 players)
- Rawhide Maracas, Shaker, Guiro, cabasa, tam-tam, brake drum, concert bass drum, triangle, sizzle cymbal,
woodblocks, patio chimes
Glass Block Ensemble
Wooden Tenor Drum Ensemble
Brake Drum Ensemble
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Notation Guides
Drumset Notation Guide

Glass Blocks Notation

Wooden Tenors Notation

Brake Drum Notation
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Performance Notes
Showcase Instruments
The piece utilizes several “showcase Instruments” that are placed at the front of the ensemble (refer to setup
diagram). These instruments should showcase performers proficient in rudimental vocabulary as it relates to
each showcase instrument. It is possible for performers of these showcase instruments to be members of the
main ensemble (percussion 1-4, etc.) or could potentially double some of the percussion parts in the ensemble
when not playing their showcase instrument. This is at the discretion of the ensemble director. The showcase
instruments are as follows:
Glass Blocks
This ensemble should comprise members fluent with rudimental vocabulary (snare or tenors). Each performer
plays a “station” of 3 glass blocks (pictured below). The amount of performers used is at the discretion of
the director of the ensemble. Blocks should be industrial strength and can be purchased at any major
hardware store. After experimentation it is recommended that the center block be 7.75 x 7.75 x 3.875 in
dimension with the right and left blocks being 5.75 x 7.75 x 3.875 in dimension. However, experimentation with
different sized blocks to achieve different sounds is encouraged! Some of the vocabulary and techniques
utilized in this part include: back-sticking, performing on other people’s blocks, split 32nd notes (2’s) down the
line, Swiss triplets, flam accents, hertas, flammed mills, puh-di-duh and duh-di-puh sextuplets, and paradiddle
diddles. Performers are encouraged to utilize marching snare drum sticks as their preferred implements. The
blocks should be elevated with shelving or something similar to allow maximum resonance.
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Perf. Notes (cont.)
Wooden Tenors
This ensemble should comprise of performers fluent with rudimental vocabulary pertaining to marching tenor
drums. The tenor drums should be constructed of 1/4” mahogany plywood and constructed in a 5 drum
configuration (see pictures below). It is recommended that performers utilize some sort of swizzle stick or
yarn mallet to perform on the tenors (for sound quality as well as safety of the instrument). Some of the
vocabulary utilized include paradiddles, cross-overs, sweep patterns, Swiss army triplets, and polyrhythmic
patterns between hands.
.

4 graduated Brake Drums
This ensemble should comprise of performers with great timing and/or those who are well versed in marching
bass drum music. Each brake drum should be graduated and sequential in order from highest pitch to lowest
pitch (see picture below). It is recommended that performers use metal pipes as implements for these parts to
help project the biggest and boldest sound possible. The vocabulary for this part contains: 8th note splits,
16th note splits (2’s), sextuplet splits (3’s), and playing on other people’s brake drums.
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Perf. Notes (cont.)

Other non-traditional instruments/implements
• Percussion 2 requires the use of a hammer on a wooden box. This box should be large enough to create a
deep “thud” when struck with the hammer. We recommend a box that is at least 2’x2’x2’.
• The percussion 1 and 3 part requires the use of chains on a wooden board. It is recommended to find as
thick of gauge chain as you can find. Generally, towing chains work really well. The performer simply drops
the pile of chains on the wooden board or table when indicated in the part. The resulting noise should be a
deep “shhhhunk!”
• In the glass section of the piece, the marimba and xylophone players are asked to play on tuned glass
bottles to specific pitches. After a bit of experimenting it is recommended that performers use Voss Water
bottles (pictured below). The design of these bottles allows the performers to easily set the bottle on
the marimba/xylophone cord between sets of sharp/flat keys. These bottles also get a great sound and can
easily be filled with water to achieve the correct pitch. It is recommended that the bottles be played with
hard plastic glockenspiel mallets.

• During the metal section of the piece, the marimba and xylophone players are asked to strike two metal pipes
together (see picture below). The resulting sounds should create a cacophony of metal clanking sounds. It
is recommended that performers use varying sizes of metal pipes to create a variety of pitches. It is also
recommended that the performers perform the part with their hands raised above their head, for aesthetic
effect. It is also recommended that the players perform with a loose grip to allow maximum resonance of
the pipe.
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Perf. Notes (cont.)
• In the “air” section of the piece the marimbas and xylophone are asked to play PVC pipe instruments. Each
one should be tuned to a specific pitch (refer to the “instrumentation” page for specific pitches). It is
recommended that performers utilize flyswatters with rubber glued to the “swatting” end.

• A didgeridoo is highly recommended for the last note of the piece. It is recommended that someone within
the ensemble perform this part (a percussionist with a background in wind instruments as well). If no one is
capable of performing this part then it may be sampled on the synthesizer. The didgeridoo should be tuned
to an A natural to allow for reinforcement of the tonic note.
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Perf. Notes (cont.)
General Performance Notes
• The Percussion 1 & 2 parts only require 1 performer on each part. The Percussion 3 & 4 parts require 2
performers on each part.
• A MainStage file is included with the purchase of the piece. This file can be used to help trigger the
correct sounds on the synthesizer. A MacBook (with mainstage) with an audio interface will be required to
utilize this app. Alternatively, the synthesizer part can use sounds equipped in it’s own bank of sounds as
long as it closely resembles the original intent of the sounds recommended in the score.
• The sampler part is orchestrated to allow for 2 possible performances: I. The use of MainStage and a midi
controller to trigger the samples, or 2. Loading the samples into a sampler pad (Yamaha DTX, Roland SPDSX, et al.) and triggering them that way. The physical notation in the sampler part corresponds to the
EXS24 sampler configuration in the MainStage file. If using MainStage this notation should trigger the
correct samples throughout the performance. Above the notation there is also a sample description which
corresponds to the correct .wav file included in the download package. This is useful for triggering samples
on a sampler pad.
• The drum set part contains music that requires the use of a double bass pedal; specifically in the drum solo
during the “metal” section.
• The drum set part also requires the use of a pair of swizzle sticks. This is a drum stick with a felt butt
end. Indications of where to switch to and from the “swizzle” (felt) end are noted in the part.
• It is recommended that the keyboard percussion be mic’d to allow better balance and blend with the
“showcase instruments”. If mic’ing is not possible, then it is encouraged to be very conscious of balance
between the “showcase instruments” and the rest of the ensemble.
• It is recommended that tables be used for the glass blocks and brake drum sections. If the ensemble is
performing this in competitions, it is recommended that the tables have wheels to allow for easy passage on
and off the competition floor.
• In the instrumentation set-up diagram there is a label of “percussion station 1” and “percussion station 2”.
These are stations dedicated to the percussion 1-4 parts. These parts can be configured in any combination
the ensemble sees fit. It is just recommended that they be split into these two stations for balance
purposes.
• The timpani part calls for a suspended cymbal on a 32” timpano. This is to be performed by placing a large
suspended cymbal upside down on the center of the head. The timpanist then rolls on the suspended cymbal
while moving the pedal up and down to create a glissando cymbal roll effect.
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“Surface & Texture”
Instrument Set-up

Wood Tenors

Glass Blocks

Brake Drums

